Virtually-Extended Proprioception: Providing Spatial Reference in VR through an Appended Virtual Limb
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ABSTRACT
Selecting targets directly in the virtual world is difficult due to the lack of haptic feedback and inaccurate estimation of egocentric distances. Proprioception, the sense of self-movement and body position, can be utilized to improve virtual target selection by placing targets on or around one’s body. However, its effective scope is limited closely around one’s body. We explore the concept of virtually-extended proprioception by appending virtual body parts mimicking real body parts to users’ avatars, to provide spatial reference to virtual targets. Our studies suggest that our approach facilitates more efficient target selection in VR as compared to no reference or using an everyday object as reference. Besides, by cultivating users’ sense of ownership on the appended virtual body part, we can further enhance target selection performance. The effects of transparency and granularity of the virtual body part on target selection performance are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Reaching out to 3D targets in the real world directly with bare hands is generally fast and natural, given the continuous and reliable visual and haptic feedback that we can receive. In contrast, reaching out to 3D targets in virtual worlds is not that straightforward. One possible reason behind this is the lack of haptic feedback to guide us to reach out to the virtual targets. Another is the visual perception in the virtual world, which is different from that in the real world. The egocentric distances perceived by an observer to virtual targets are known to be unreliable. As reported in [37, 28, 18, 2], such distances are usually shorter in the virtual environments. However, the concrete reason behind the problem is still unclear [5, 25].

Proprioception refers to the sense of one’s body posture and actions, even without the aid of visual information. By this sensation, we can use one hand to touch the other one or use a thumb to flick the other fingers with high accuracy. Many works [22, 19, 9, 13] have explored these capabilities to compensate for the problem of egocentric distance perception and the lack of haptic feedback in the virtual world. For example, Mine et al. [22] made use of proprioceptive information to assist VR users in accessing virtual widgets held on their non-dominant hands. They showed that compared with virtual widgets floating in mid-air, it is easier for users to access the hand-held widgets. Lindeman et al. [19] aligned a virtual planar UI with a physical paddle held on one’s non-dominant hand, so that the proprioceptive information, together with the haptic feedback, enhances the planar UI interaction. However, under the above methods, users have to lift both arms, which may make the users tired if they need to use the hand-held UIs frequently or for a long time. Gugenheimer et al. [9] attached a back-of-device touchpad on the front side of the VR user’s headset for touch input. Very recently, Jiang et al. [13]
placed pressure sensors on fingers for text entry in VR via thumb-to-fingers touches.

Existing works [22, 19, 9, 13] only explored proprioception to aim users to reach out to 2D/3D targets on or closely around the physical body (e.g., hand and head) of the user. In many scenarios, users need to reach out to targets over diverse locations in their peripersonal space [4] in the virtual world, e.g., selecting an installation point on a machine in a virtual assembly, marking the location of a lesion on a virtual patient, dragging a virtual object in the 3D egocentric space, etc.

Motivated by works [39, 35] on adding virtual appendages, e.g., a third arm, a tail, etc., to a user’s embodied virtual avatar in VR\(^1\), we propose the concept of virtually-extended proprioception, i.e., appending a virtual upper limb (a non-dominant hand with arm), which mimics the user’s real one, to the user’s embodied virtual avatar; and making the appended upper limb point on or hold the targets located in the user’s peripersonal space to provide spatial reference to the targets. Through this setup, the user may acquire targets using their dominant hand more efficiently; see Figure 1 for illustration.

We elaborated the relation between the appended upper limb and proprioception, and conducted three experimental studies to explore the above concept and some related practical factors. Results of Studies 1 and 2 showed that applying the concept of virtually-extended proprioception facilitates the participants to access the target balls of random sizes at various locations (Study 1) and icons distributed on a virtual touchscreen (Study 2) in front of the participants more efficiently. Later, by asking the participants to naturally move their non-dominant embodied upper limb in front of them (Study 3) to cultivate ownership on the appended upper limb, we could further enhance its spatial reference effect. We also explored and discussed the effects of changing the transparency of the appended upper limb and its granularity in Study 3.

**RELATED WORK**

In this section, we discuss the following three areas of works that are related to our research.

**Egocentric Distance Perception Problem in VR**

Extensive research [37, 28, 18, 2] has underscored that users tend to underestimate the egocentric distances from themselves to the virtual objects in VR. Though the problem might relate to various factors (see [28]), e.g., the limited field of view (FOV) [40, 3, 16], the quality of graphics in VR [26, 28, 36], etc., the concrete reason is still unclear [25, 5].

Virtual reality has been applied to provide training in many domains, such as surgery, rehabilitation, and industrial assembly. It not only offers standardized, reproducible, and controllable training environments [23], but also helps motivate the trainees [27, 29] and enhance the training performance by providing augmented feedbacks [33]. Regardless of these benefits, the problem of egocentric distance perception persists, hindering how the users perceive in the VR environments and interact with the virtual objects.

Several recent works [5, 6, 24] have attempted to alleviate the problem. Finnegan et al. [5] intentionally shifted the positions of visual information and the corresponding audio information to compensate for the deviation in egocentric distances artificially. Later, they proposed an egocentric distance prediction model [6] to better determine the offset between the visual and audio information. However, it applies only to the scenarios where the virtual objects actively emit audio signals. Peer et al. [24] suggested measuring the perception error in personal egocentric distances, based on which the distances to the virtual objects are adjusted. However, in VR training systems, some virtual objects are supposed to be directly manipulated by trainees. If we artificially adjust the virtual objects, their positions may not match the real counterparts, so the kinematic properties of the trainees (e.g., their arm actions) may no longer match those expected in the real world.

**Proprioceptive Interaction**

Proprioception has been utilized for supporting various input modalities in HCI. Harrison et al. [11] adopted human skin as an input interface by locating finger taps on arms/hands using the vibration signals caused by finger tapping. Wolf et al. [38] showed that, due to the proprioceptive sense on fingers, there is no significant difference in accuracy between selecting targets on the back- and front-side of a tablet. Serrano et al. [31] explored the design space of “hand-to-face” gesture inputs using optical cameras and markers for gesture sensing. Later, Yamashita et al. [41] proposed a more compact device for hand-to-face gestures. Lopes et al. [20] showed that proprioception could also be used as an output modality by actuating a part of the user’s body via electrical muscle stimulation.

Due to the egocentric distance problem and the lack of haptic feedback in VR, proprioception received much attention from VR researchers. Many works, e.g., [22, 19, 9, 42, 13], have utilized proprioception to aid the user to reach out to targets that are held on their hands, attached to physical props, or worn on their body. However, the scope where proprioception is effective in facilitating target acquisition is only limited to regions that are closely around the physical body parts. For targets located beyond the above scope, acquiring them in the virtual world is still more difficult than that in the real world. Also, making use of proprioception on the non-dominant hand [22, 19] may require a user to lift their non-dominant arm and keep it still frequently or for a long time, which may bring fatigue to the user. Different from the existing works, using the appended virtual limb to provide spatial reference enables users to select targets more efficiently in their peripersonal space, as compared to no reference or using a familiar-size everyday object as a reference. This phenomenon is like extending the limited effective scope of proprioception from the space closely-around the user’s body to their peripersonal space.

**Ownership Illusion on Avatar Appendages in VR**

The body transfer illusion, e.g., the rubber hand illusion [1], makes the participant feel owning a body part or an entire body that is not of their own. Yuan et al. [43] demonstrated that a relevant illusion in VR, the virtual arm ownership illusion, made the participants feel having an embodied virtual arm. Beyond the ownership of regular virtual avatars, some works

\(^1\)An embodied virtual avatar is a virtual body in VR that is visuo-proprioceptively matched with the user’s physical body.
showed that humans could develop ownership on novel virtual avatars with appendages, e.g., a sixth finger [12], a third long arm [39], a tail [35], etc. Won et al. [39] added a third virtual arm longer than the arms of a user’s embodied virtual avatar between its two arms. Steptoe et al. [39] added a tail that is also longer than the arms of a user’s embodied virtual avatar at its coccyx. By rotating his/her physical arms or head [39], or moving the hip [35], the user can control the movement of the long virtual appendages to reach out to targets located out of the user’s physical arm reach.

Compared with the above works [39, 35], we explore how to facilitate VR users to use a real hand to reach out to virtual targets more efficiently by providing spatial reference to targets through virtual appendages. Besides, we demonstrated that actively cultivating the ownership of an appended limb mimicking a user’s real one may further enhance the spatial reference effect of the appended limb.

**VIRTUALLY-EXTENDED PROPRIOCEPTION**

In this section, we first elaborate on the virtually-extended proprioception hypothesis and then describe our design of the appended upper limb in VR to support the concept.

### The Virtually-Extended Proprioception Hypothesis

Through a person’s rich experience of sensing the proprioception on their own limb (this work considers upper limb), while simultaneously observing the limb’s retinal appearance in the real world, we conjecture that the pose of the upper limb and its corresponding retinal appearance are correlated. Here, the pose of the upper limb refers to one’s proprioception sensation, while the retinal appearance of the upper limb refers to the appearance of the limb observed in one’s egocentric view. Based on this correlation, we hypothesize that we can induce a sense of virtually-extended proprioception (VE-Proprioception) by appending a virtual upper limb (which is rendered like a real one) to a VR user’s embodied virtual avatar, such that based on the observed retinal appearance of the virtual limb, the user would develop some level of ownership of the limb, which triggers the user’s brain to utilize the above correlation to instinctively acquire plausible poses of the limb in their egocentric view. In this way, we can extend the effective scope of proprioception to some extent in VR through the appended virtual limb.

If the hypothesis stands, it means that the user can better estimate the pose of the appended virtual limb given the limb’s appearance in their egocentric view. In this sense, the user should have acquired a certain 3D spatial context around the appended limb in their view in VR space. Therefore, by specifically posing the appended limb around some virtual targets (e.g., the screw hole in Figure 1), the appended limb can serve as a spatial reference to allow users to estimate the 3D locations of the virtual targets better and help improve the efficiency in selecting and manipulating them. For instance, in VR training systems such as virtual assembly and virtual surgery, the trainees could access the virtual targets through the guidance of the appended virtual limb more efficiently.

The Design of the Appended (Virtual) Upper Limb

To empirically explore the effects of applying the VE-Proprioception concept, we should first consider how to design a virtual upper limb that mimics a real one. To this end, we have made the following considerations.

(i) How to pose the virtual upper limb in the user’s view?

First, the pose of the virtual upper limb should be anatomically plausible, so that it can appear like a real upper limb. Further, to induce a sensation of ownership, we propose to extend the virtual upper limb from the user’s embodied virtual avatar by appending it to one of the avatar’s shoulders.

(ii) Which shoulder to append the virtual upper limb onto?

If we append the virtual upper limb to the shoulder on the side of the user’s dominant hand, when the user physically lifts their dominant upper limb to reach out to virtual targets, the corresponding dominant embodied virtual upper limb could intersect with the appended upper limb in the user’s view, thereby producing a conflicting sensation. Although we might fade out the appended upper limb and make it disappear, after or while the user is lifting their dominant upper limb to avoid the conflict, the strategy cannot provide continuous spatial reference in the whole course of the interaction. Therefore, we append the virtual limb to the shoulder of the user avatar on the side of their non-dominant hand.

In this manner, the non-dominant appended upper limb can serve as a spatial reference to virtual targets and guide the user to access the targets with the dominant embodied hand. The scenario is similar to everyday real-world situations where we often use our non-dominant hand to hold an object, such as a smartphone, then use the dominant hand to access and interact with the object. The design is also consistent with the Guiard’s theory of asymmetric division of labor in human skilled bimanual action [10]. Such similarity between our design and real-world situations may help users bring the existing skills developed in these situations into VR and further develop ownership of the appended upper limb.

(iii) What is the appearance of the appended upper limb?

Ideally, we should provide personalized virtual upper limbs tailored to individual users to enhance the development of ownership. However, current techniques to reconstruct human body parts in VR with high accuracy are rather cumbersome and are not prevalent in general VR systems. Hence, we follow existing VR applications to adopt a universal upper limb model to create and render the appended upper limb in our studies.

Further, in familiar real-world situations where one uses the dominant hand to interact with an object held on the non-dominant hand, one would generally perceive consistent appearance between the dominant and non-dominant upper limbs. The two limbs are said to be symmetrically congruent. In VR, we also need to consider symmetrical congruence between the non-dominant appended upper limb and the dominant embodied upper limb being associated with the user’s real dominant upper limb. Hence, in VR, we make the appearance of the dominant embodied upper limb symmetrically congruent with that of the appended upper limb.
We started our exploration with the following questions:

**Q1:** Is the appended limb an effective spatial reference for the target balls with anatomically plausible poses. With this knowledge, we should pose the appended upper limb to point on 3D target balls in VR and explored if the participants could use the index fingertip of the dominant embodied hand to better access the balls in front of them under the appended limb's spatial reference, compared to no reference provided.

One possible condition to include in this study is to use an everyday object to verify if that alone can provide useful spatial reference to improve target selection performance. However, both the literature (Gerig et al. used an HTC VIVE joystick as the familiar object [7]) and our own pilot study with six participants (using a Starbucks coffee mug as the familiar object) failed to reveal any performance gain. We believe that using ordinary everyday objects as spatial references only allows the participants to perceive rough egocentric distances to targets that are probably not enough to enhance selection performance. Therefore, we focused our investigation in using the appended upper limb as a spatial reference in our study.

We started our exploration with the following questions:

**Q1:** Is the appended limb an effective spatial reference for virtual targets in terms of target selection performance? If the appended upper limb provides effective spatial reference, participants could pay less mental effort to estimate the positions of the target objects, and adopt a more efficient kinematic path to raise a finger of the dominant embodied hand to access the target objects. Hence, we use the average time taken to select targets as the measurement of target selection performance.

**Q2:** Can participants gain ownership of the appended limb? In the study, we should pay attention to whether the participants can develop ownership of the appended upper limb or not. To facilitate this, we should pose the appended limb to point on the target balls with anatomically plausible poses.

### STUDY 1: REACHING TARGET BALLS

In the formal study, we posed the appended upper limb to point on 3D target balls in VR and explored if the participants can use the index fingertip of the dominant embodied hand on the non-dominant side throughout the experiment. Also, they needed to use their non-dominant physical hand to grab the index fingertip to locate 35 random target positions. For each position, he pressed the joystick’s trigger to confirm it. By doing so, we could obtain 35 locations for placing reachable target balls, and the corresponding poses of the non-dominant real hand with forearm tracked by the Leap Motion sensor.

If we simply randomize the target ball positions, it is challenging to determine anatomically plausible poses of the appended upper limb pointing on target balls located at these positions. Thus, before experimenting with the participants, an experimenter used the index finger of his non-dominant real hand to specify a set of random positions in front of him; meanwhile, we could also get the corresponding plausible poses of his non-dominant real hand with forearm tracked by the Leap Motion sensor. In detail, the experimenter sat on a chair, wore the VR headset, used his dominant real hand to grab a joystick. Then he lifted his non-dominant real hand and used the index fingertip to locate 35 random target positions. For each position, he pressed the joystick’s trigger to confirm it. By doing so, we could obtain 35 locations for placing reachable target balls, and the corresponding poses of the non-dominant real hand with forearm. Among the 35 positions, five were randomly chosen for the practice session, and the rest were used in the formal experiment. Furthermore, we used inverse kinematics on the acquired hand and forearm poses to determine the 35 poses of the appended upper limb, such that the appended upper limb could point on each target ball with an anatomically plausible pose.

### Apparatus

We used an HTC VIVE VR system to provide VR experience and attached a Leap Motion sensor on the front side of the VR headset. Then, we could track the poses of the headset, participants’ hands, and forearms; see Figure 2 (b). The software was developed using Unity engine version 2018.3.8f1 in C#.

### Participants

We recruited 14 participants: aged 21 to 31; four females and ten males; all are right-handed, and eight had VR experience.

### Prepare the target balls and appended limb poses

If we simply randomize the target ball positions, it is challenging to determine anatomically plausible poses of the appended upper limb pointing on target balls located at these positions. Thus, before experimenting with the participants, an experimenter used the index finger of his non-dominant real hand to specify a set of random positions in front of him; meanwhile, we could also get the corresponding plausible poses of his non-dominant real hand with forearm tracked by the Leap Motion sensor. In detail, the experimenter sat on a chair, wore the VR headset, used his dominant real hand to grab a joystick. Then he lifted his non-dominant real hand and used the index fingertip to locate 35 random target positions. For each position, he pressed the joystick’s trigger to confirm it. By doing so, we could obtain 35 locations for placing reachable target balls, and the corresponding poses of the non-dominant real hand with forearm. Among the 35 positions, five were randomly chosen for the practice session, and the rest were used in the formal experiment. Furthermore, we used inverse kinematics on the acquired hand and forearm poses to determine the 35 poses of the appended upper limb, such that the appended upper limb could point on each target ball with an anatomically plausible pose.

### Task

The task was to use the index fingertip of the dominant embodied virtual hand to reach out to the virtual target balls in mid-air as fast as possible. The participant was seated and told to rest their non-dominant physical upper limb on their thigh on the non-dominant side throughout the experiment. Also, they needed to use their non-dominant physical hand to grab
At the beginning of each condition, we gave each participant a joystick (Figure 2 (b)). They pressed its trigger to make a new target ball appear at a random 3D position and notify our software to record the starting time of each trial. In each trial, the participant first put the index fingertip (dominant embodied limb) within a virtual yellow ball that marked the initial position fixed in front of them. After that, he/she pressed the joystick trigger. At the same time, he/she should immediately use the index fingertip (dominant embodied hand) to select the current target ball. If the fingertip entered the sphere of the ball, the ball disappeared, and our software recorded the completion time of this trial automatically.

### Experimental design

Study 1 investigated whether the appended limb provides effective spatial reference to the target balls. We compared the conditions of (i) using the appended upper limb as a reference vs. (ii) no reference. In each trial, a target ball would appear at a random position, with diameter randomly selected in range 3mm to 40mm. Each participant performed the task as described previously under the above two conditions. The order of the two conditions was counter-balanced across the participants. For each condition, the participants had to complete two blocks of trials, each of which was a random permutation of acquiring the target balls at the 30 pre-determined positions.

At the beginning of each condition, we gave each participant a two-minute practice session. Then he/she conducted the formal trials. After finishing the experiment under one condition, he/she received a two-minute rest. After the formal trials, we asked each participant to rate on the following statements in a 7-point Likert scale (from 1 (fully disagree) to 7 (fully agree)): (i) I can estimate the positions of the target balls accurately with the appended upper limb (or no reference); and (ii) I feel that the appended upper limb is part of my body. In the end, we interviewed each participant about the experiment experience and recorded the discussion for further analysis.

Thus, Study 1 included a total of 14 participants $\times 2$ conditions (appended upper limb vs. no reference) $\times 2$ blocks of trials $\times 30$ target positions $= 1680$ trials. The dependent variables were (i) the time between the moment when the joystick trigger was pressed and when a target ball was successfully accessed; (ii) subjective ratings on target position estimation; and (iii) subjective ratings on the ownership of the appended limb.

### Results

Figure 3 presents the means (M) and standard deviations (SD) under conditions (i) and (ii). We adopted the t-test to analyze the time to select the targets and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test to analyze the subjective ratings.

#### Time to select targets

The time to select the targets under condition (i) appended upper limb ($M=1.47s$, $SD=0.41$) was significantly shorter than that under condition (ii) no reference ($M=1.75s$, $SD=0.47$) with $t(13)=5.076$, $p=0.0002$. This result suggested that the appended limb enabled the participants to estimate the target ball positions more efficiently, as compared to the situation without any spatial reference.

#### Ratings on target position estimation

The ratings on target position estimation accuracy under condition (i) appended upper limb ($M=5.5$, $SD=1.1$) was significantly better than that under condition (ii) no reference ($M=2.9$, $SD=1.5$) with $Z=−3.096$, $p=0.002$. This result implied that the appended upper limb provides effective spatial reference for participants to feel that they could better estimate the positions of target balls.

#### Ratings on the ownership

The mean rating (5.2) on the ownership of the appended limb was larger than the middle value (4) in the 7-point Likert scale, indicating that the participants might be able to develop some level of ownership on the appended limb. However, the standard deviation was relatively high (0.94), showing that the ownership might not be steady.

#### Qualitative feedback

Most participants (13/14) commented that finger-pointing was a very familiar gesture in the real world; thus, a virtual finger pointing on a target ball was intuitive for them, and the fingertip served as a good reference to the target balls. Participant 5 (P5)’s comment was representative, “In daily life, we often use an index finger to point to objects to guide others to see them; with the guide of the virtual finger, I feel that I can point to the ball instinctively without too much thinking on where the target balls are. When there is no reference, I have to think about the positions of the target balls a little more.” Several participants (3/14) described the experience of using the dominant embodied index fingertip to flick the index fingertip of the appended upper limb as an experience of “gradually developing ownership on the appended upper limb.” For example, P12 commented that “The more I flick the fingertip of the appended upper limb, the more I feel that the finger is part of my body.” Several participants (5/14) also mentioned an “ownership transfer phenomenon.” They said that they knew well the retinal appearance of the dominant embodied limb after moving and using it and felt it is part of their body. Since the 3D appearance of the appended upper limb was symmetrically congruent with that of the dominant embodied one, they knew well the retinal appearance of the appended upper limb and felt it is part of their body.

### Discussion

#### Q1: Is the appended limb an effective spatial reference for virtual targets in terms of target selection performance?

A: Our results have demonstrated that the appended limb was effective in spatially-referencing the virtual targets for faster target selection (~15% faster) compared to the situation of no reference. The subjective ratings on target position estimation also supported a positive answer to Q1.
Q2: Can participants gain ownership of the appended limb? 
A: The ratings by the participants on appended limb ownership suggested that they might be able to develop ownership on the virtual limb. Also, we observed interesting mechanisms that may facilitate the development of ownership: (i) through interaction between the embodied virtual limb and the appended upper limb, as mentioned in [1]; and (ii) through the usage of the dominant embodied virtual limb [43], participants’ sense of ownership of the dominant embodied virtual limb could be symmetrically transferred to the appended upper limb.

Because the appended upper limb mimics a real one (see 3.2), we believe that participants can perceive plausible poses of the limb egocentrically. Besides, the asymmetric division of labor [10] between the non-dominant appended limb and the dominant embodied limb may enable participants to utilize the skills developed in real-world situations (see 3.2) to select targets better in VR. Furthermore, people are familiar with the appearance of upper limbs and their poses because people estimate hand position by vision and proprioception [32] over the years. Thus our VE-proprioception hypothesis, i.e., the effective scope of proprioception can be virtually extended via an appended limb, may be one potential reason why the VE-proprioception concept works. Similar effects have been observed by extending proprioception into amputees’ prostheses [21], which is a phenomenon called extended physiological proprioception (EPP) [34], although their settings focus on extending physical prostheses to disabled people, while VE-proprioception appends virtual limbs to ordinary people. Although we discussed a few possible reasons behind the performance gain observed in using VE-proprioception, we do not know how exactly it works in our brain. To fully understand why it works requires more in-depth investigation into our perception and the brain in the future.

STUDY 2: INTERACTING WITH 2D SURFACES
The appended limb affords not only pointing on a 3D position using the index fingertip but also holding a flat surface using the palm. Many interactions are performed on flat surfaces, e.g., writing, drawing, moving objects on tables and floors, etc. Interacting with widgets on 2D surfaces is also very common on touch devices. In VR, similar interactions occur when users need to interact with 2D virtual surfaces for various purposes. Compared with physical surfaces, virtual surfaces give no haptic feedback. Then it is hard to interact with them. Study 1 has shown that the appended virtual limb provides effective spatial reference to points. In Study 2, we would expand the scope of the VE-proprioception concept and explore whether our approach can also facilitate interactions with 2D virtual surfaces. We began our exploration with the following questions.

Q3: Can the appended upper limb reduce workload and error when interacting with 2D targets on flat virtual surfaces? 
Without haptic feedback, users lost the most direct immediate feedback on whether or not they have successfully touched the surface. They need to rely on additional visual or auditory feedback to help them to make that decision, which can result in delay, hesitation, and inaccuracy in the interactions. We hypothesize that by placing a flat virtual surface on the open hand of the appended upper limb, the limb can provide effective spatial reference to 2D targets on that surface, increase users’ confidence, and reduce errors in the interactions.

Q4: Is there any difference between interacting with targets inside and outside the open hand area? The appended virtual limb naturally offers some flat surfaces, e.g., open hand, but with limited area. Thus, we explore the possibility of increasing the effective hand area. If the appended hand can provide effective spatial reference to targets outside, but near the hand, we can arrange more or larger widgets within/around the hand. 

Apparatus
We used the same hardware setup as the one in Study 1 (see Figure 2 (b)). The experiment software was also developed using Unity engine version 2018.3.8f1 in C#.

Participants
We recruited 21 participants: aged 20 to 29; 10 females and 11 males; all are right-handed, and 15 had VR experience.

Prepare the Appended Limb Pose and Icon Positions
Figure 4 shows the setup. Mimicking how one holds a tablet using a non-dominant hand in the real world, we rendered a half-transparent flat touchscreen (transparency = 10/255) on the open hand of the appended upper limb with the inside of the hand facing the user. This pose was verified to be anatomically plausible before the experimenter, following a procedure similar to the one in Study 1. We sampled 28 icon positions roughly evenly on a 2D plane extended from the hand palm of the appended upper limb: twenty-eight icons are within the range of the hand, and the rest (twenty-two) are around the hand. (b)-(d) The participant selects a target icon (b) without spatial reference, (c) with a familiar size object (book) as reference, and (c) with appended limb as reference.

Figure 4. Study 2: selecting icons on planar UI. (a) We sample 50 icon positions roughly evenly on a 2D plane extended from the hand palm of the appended upper limb: twenty-eight icons are within the range of the hand, and the rest (twenty-two) are around the hand. (b)-(d) The participant selects a target icon (b) without spatial reference, (c) with a familiar size object (book) as reference, and (c) with appended limb as reference.
positions within the open hand, covering positions on palm, on fingers, and between fingers, then sampled another 22 positions outside but near the hand region. We sampled ten additional icon positions for the session.

Task
The task procedure was the same as the one in Study 1, but the targets here were random icons on the flat touchscreen held on the open hand of the appended upper limb.

Experimental design
Study 2 explored the effects of spatial referencing on workload and error distance when selecting icons on a 2D virtual touchscreen. We considered three spatial referencing methods: (i) AUL: Appended Upper Limb holding the touchscreen; (ii) FSO: attaching a Familiar Size Object to the touchscreen; and (iii) NR: no reference. For FSO, we followed the width and height (11 cm × 18 cm) of a real book to set up a virtual book. Its thickness (1.8 cm) was set to the average palm thickness of the participants, after making appointments with them. The area and thickness of the virtual book roughly matched those of the appended virtual hand. Before the experiment, we showed the real book to the participants, so they could see and touch it to understand its width and height better. Also, we explained to them how we determine the virtual book size. We set the icon diameter as 1 cm. Each participant performed the task with the three referencing methods. Their order was counterbalanced across the participants using a balanced Latin square design. When each method started, the participant practiced two blocks of trials using the ten additionally sampled icons. For each referencing method, the participant had to complete two blocks of trials, each of which was a random permutation of acquiring the target icons at the 50 pre-sampled positions. After the formal trials, we asked the participants to rate their workload based on NASA-TLX, and a statement using a 7-point Likert scale (from 1 (fully disagree) to 7 (fully agree)): this referencing method effectively enhances my ability to estimate the touchscreen pose (AUL or FSO).

Thus, Study 2 included a total of 21 participants × 3 referencing methods × 2 blocks of trials × 50 icon positions = 6300 trials. The dependent variables were (i) error distance between the participant’s index fingertip and the icon center; (ii) NASA-TLX workload ratings; and (iii) subjective ratings on the effectiveness of the referencing methods.

Results
Figure 5 shows the means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of the dependent variables. We adopted the one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey to analyze the error distance data. Then we adopted the Friedman test with post hoc Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests applying the Bonferroni correction to analyze the NASA-TLX workload data. Further, we adopted the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test to analyze the participants’ ratings on the effectiveness of spatial referencing with AUL and FSO.

Error distance for all icons. We found significant difference: $F_{20}=14.54$, $p=0.0002$. The mean error distance under AUL ($M=0.769$ cm, $SD=0.223$) was significantly smaller than that under FSO ($M=0.944$ cm, $SD=0.226$) with $p=0.0041$ and that under NR ($M=1.011$ cm, $SD=0.248$) with $p=0.0013$. The mean error distance under FSO was just marginally smaller than that under NR with $p=0.0761$. This result implied that the appended arm provided more effective spatial referencing than both AUL and NR for selection on 2D virtual surfaces.

Error distance for icons within hand. There was also significant difference: $F_{20}=5.333$, $p=0.0008$. The error distance under AUL ($M=0.767$ cm, $SD=0.233$) was marginally smaller than that under FSO ($M=0.895$ cm, $SD=0.239$) with $p=0.0878$ and significantly smaller than that under NR ($M=0.929$ cm, $SD=0.226$) with $p=0.0084$. There was no significant difference between FSO and NR with $p=0.7641$.

Error distance for icons outside hand. There was also significant difference: $F_{20}=10.91$, $p=0.0011$. AUL ($M=0.772$ cm, $SD=0.227$) was significantly better than FSO ($M=1.007$ cm, $SD=0.249$) with $p=0.0003$ and NR ($M=1.113$ cm, $SD=0.414$) with $p=0.0048$. FSO and NR had no significant difference: $p=0.332$.

Workload. We found significant difference: $\chi^2(2)=18.84$, $p<0.001$. For pairwise comparisons, workload under NR ($M=10.3$, $SD=5.1$) was significantly larger than that under FSO ($M=7.9$, $SD=4.2$) with $p=0.003$ and AUL ($M=6.3$, $SD=3.9$) with $p<0.001$. Workload under AUL was significantly lower than that under FSO with $p=0.014$. This result implied that AUL provides more effective spatial referencing that helped the participants reduce their workload in the task.

Subjective ratings on spatial referencing effectiveness. AUL ($M=5.6$, $SD=1.2$) was significantly better than FSO ($M=4.0$, $SD=1.5$) with $Z=-2.817$, $p=0.005$. This result meant that participants found that AUL gave better spatial referencing than FSO did.
Qualitative feedback. All the participants (21/21) commented that it was hard to select targets without spatial reference. They tended to move their fingers in and out of the virtual touchscreen a lot to ensure that they touched the targets. Ten participants mentioned that the curved hand profile helped them estimate the pose of the virtual screen. In contrast, although the virtual book was also 3D, they only focused on the book cover. Six participants commented that they felt “pseudo-haptic feedback” through seeing the interaction between the embodied index finger and the appended virtual hand. For example, P1 said, “Because the virtual touchscreen is closely attached to the skin of the appended virtual hand, as long as I poke the finger through the touchscreen a little, I have a feeling of my embodied finger is colliding with the appended virtual hand. Then I will stop my poking.” Several participants (4/21) used the word “comfortable” to describe their experience under AUL. For example, P18 said, “I felt seeing an appended hand is very comfortable because I think it is soft, so I’m more willing to touch it.” Eight others mentioned that they were more familiar with a hand than a book.

Discussion

Q3: Can the appended upper limb reduce workload and error when interacting with 2D targets on flat virtual surfaces? A: The above results showed that both workload and error distance could be significantly reduced with the appended limb providing spatial reference. Thus the VE-Proprioception concept facilitates not only 3D target selection but also selecting 2D targets on flat surfaces. In contrast, although the virtual book was effective in reducing workload, it failed to provide effective spatial reference to reduce the error distances significantly. According to participants’ feedback, the virtual book offered less 3D cues than the appended hand did. Future studies should check if other everyday objects with more 3D cues can improve the performance, but due to people’s familiarity with their hands, we believe that it is difficult for ordinary everyday objects to beat the appended upper limb.

Q4: Is there any difference between interacting with targets inside and outside the open hand area? A: Results (inside hand area: $M=0.767cm$, $SD=0.233$; outside hand area: $M=0.772cm$, $SD=0.227$) showed that the spatial reference effect of the appended upper limb is well-preserved within an area of width $\approx3.5cm$ outside the hand. The comparative advantages of AUL over NR were $\sim31\%$ (outside) and $\sim17\%$ (inside). Considering that the 22 icons outside the hand area were located almost at the edge of the participants’ field of view (FOV); while the other icons were more in the central part of the FOV, the reason may be that the participants’ ability to perceive spatial information without spatial reference within their FOV in VR is anisotropic, which was verified in the very recent work by Peillard et al. [25].

STUDY 3: PRACTICAL FACTORS

In Study 3, we explored additional practical factors when applying the VE-Proprioception concept in VR. First, let us start with the following questions.

Q5: Can the spatial reference effect be further enhanced by actively cultivating ownership on the appended limb? In Q2, we qualitatively evaluated the possibility of cultivating ownership of an appended limb and observed possible mechanisms that may further facilitate the development of ownership. Now, we quantitatively investigate whether actively cultivating ownership by moving and using the non-dominant embodied limb can further enhance the spatial reference effect.

Q6: How transparency affects the spatial reference effect of the appended virtual limb? Rendering the appended limb as an opaque object in VR may fully occlude other objects behind. If we render it with transparency, will it lose its spatial...
re­fer­enc­ing ca­pa­bi­li­ties? If not, users can ben­efit from its spatial ref­er­enc­ing ca­pa­bi­li­ties while be­ing able to see more of the VR world be­hind the ap­pend­ed limb. This mo­ti­vates us to ex­plore the trans­pa­rency fac­tor. Fur­ther, how if we draw only the con­tour of the limb?

Q7: How does re­mov­ing the arm of the ap­pend­ed up­per limb affect the spatial ref­er­enc­ing ef­fect? An­other way to re­duce the vis­u­al foot­print of the ap­pend­ed limb is to sim­plify it by re­mov­ing the arm and keep­ing only the hand part. How­ever, we are not sure whether only an ap­pend­ed hand can pro­vide suf­ficient spatial re­f­er­ence.

Apparatus
We used the same hard­ware set­up and soft­ware as the ones used in the first two stud­ies (see Sec­tions 4 and 5).

Partici­pants
We re­cruited 24 par­ti­ci­pants: aged 21 to 27; 10 fe­males and 14 males; all are right-hand­ed, and 16 had VR ex­per­i­ence. None of them par­ti­ci­pat­ed in the pre­vi­ous two stud­ies.

Ex­per­i­men­tal de­sign
Study 3 fo­cused on the three fac­tors men­tioned in Q5 to Q7.

• For the first fac­tor, own­er­ship cul­ti­va­tion, we con­sid­ered two con­di­tions: (i) pose and move the non-dominant em­bod­ied limb be­fore the ex­per­i­ment be­gins (withCul­ti­va­tion); and (ii) di­rectly start the ex­per­i­ment (noCul­ti­va­tion).

• For the sec­ond fac­tor, trans­pa­rency, we con­sid­ered four con­di­tions: (i) opaque; (ii) 67% trans­pa­rency; (iii) 33% trans­pa­rency; and (iv) outline only (see the col­umns in Fig­ure 6).

• For the third fac­tor, gran­ularity, we had two con­di­tions: (i) Hand+Arm and (ii) HandOnly (see the rows in Fig­ure 6).

The first fac­tor, own­er­ship cul­ti­va­tion, was a be­tween-sub­ject fac­tor, i.e., twel­ve par­ti­ci­pants were un­der withCul­ti­va­tion, while the oth­er twelve were un­der noCul­ti­va­tion. The re­main­ing two fac­tors were with­in-sub­ject fac­tors. We used bal­anced Latin square de­signs for coun­ter-bal­ancing these two fac­tors. Each par­tic­i­pant per­formed 16 ses­sions of se­lect­ing target bal­ls and i­con­s to cover all com­bi­na­tions of the two with­in-sub­ject fac­tors un­der one level of fac­tor own­er­ship cul­ti­va­tion. In each of the 16 ses­sions, each par­tic­i­pant had to com­plete two blocks of ran­dom per­mu­ta­tions of se­lect­ing 15 target bal­ls or i­c­ons. When a ses­sion be­gan, the par­tic­i­pant could prac­tice five ses­sions. The tar­get bal­l or i­con po­si­tions used in the prac­tice ses­sion were dif­fer­ent from those in the for­mal ses­sions. Af­ter each ses­sion, the par­tic­i­pant took rest for 30 sec­onds. Thus, Study 3 in­cluded a to­tal of 24 par­ti­ci­pants × 2 ses­sions (se­lect­ing bal­ls and i­c­ons) × 4 trans­pa­rency lev­els × 2 limb gran­u­lar­ity lev­els × 2 blocks of ses­sions × 15 tar­get po­si­tions = 11,520 ses­sions.

The de­pen­dent vari­ables were (i) the time be­tween the mo­ment when the jo­y­stick trig­ger was pressed and when a tar­get bal­l was suc­cess­fully se­lected for the se­lect­ing tar­get bal­l task; and (ii) er­ror dis­tance be­tween the par­tic­i­pant’s in­dex fin­gertip and the i­con cen­ter for the se­lect­ing tar­get i­con task.

Re­sults
We ad­opted the t-test to an­a­lyze the de­pen­dent vari­ables for the fac­tors of own­er­ship cul­ti­va­tion and gran­u­lar­ity. We ad­opted the one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bon­ferroni to an­a­lyze the above de­pen­dent vari­ables for the trans­pa­rency fac­tor.

Tar­get bal­l task (mea­sure­ment: time to se­lect tar­gets). We found a sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence with t(22) = 2.458, p = 0.0223 be­tween withCul­ti­va­tion (M = 1.32, SD = 0.2) and noCul­ti­va­tion (M = 1.56, SD = 0.31). We found no sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence among the four lev­els of trans­pa­rency (opaque: M = 1.43, SD = 0.3; 67% trans­pa­rency: M = 1.36, SD = 0.28; 33% trans­pa­rency: M = 1.38, SD = 0.34; and outline only: M = 1.46, SD = 0.29) with F(3, 23) = 1.255, p = 0.2968. For gran­u­lar­ity lev­els, there was also no sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence be­tween Hand+Arm (M = 1.45, SD = 0.32) and HandOnly (M = 1.35, SD = 0.26) with t(23) = 0.4651, p = 0.6462.

Tar­get i­con task (mea­sure­ment: er­ror dis­tance). There was no sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence be­tween withCul­ti­va­tion (M = 0.81 cm, SD = 0.17) and noCul­ti­va­tion (M = 0.92 cm, SD = 0.21) with t(22) = 1.424, p = 0.1686. There was sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence among the four lev­els of trans­pa­rency (opaque: M = 0.84 cm, SD = 0.22; 67% trans­pa­rency: M = 0.86 cm, SD = 0.26; 33% trans­pa­rency: M = 0.86 cm, SD = 0.29; and outline only: M = 0.93 cm, SD = 0.31) with F(3, 23) = 4.731, p = 0.0133. In the post hoc com­par­i­sons, the er­ror dis­tance un­der the opaque con­di­tion was mar­gin­ally sig­nifi­cantly smaller than that un­der the outline-only con­di­tion with p = 0.076. There was no sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence be­tween Hand+Arm and HandOnly with t(23) = 1.159, p = 0.2584.

Dis­cus­sion
Based on the ex­per­i­ment re­sults, let us re­spond to Q5–Q7:

Q5: Can the spatial ref­er­ence ef­fect be fur­ther en­hanced by act­i­ly cul­ti­ving own­er­ship on the ap­pend­ed limb? A: Our re­sults se­emed to in­di­cate that the ef­fect of ac­tive own­er­ship cul­ti­va­tion de­pended on tasks. For the tar­get bal­l task, we found a sig­nifi­cant en­han­cement of the time to se­lect the tar­gets (~16.7% faster). For the tar­get i­con task, there was no sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence be­tween withCul­ti­va­tion and noCul­ti­va­tion. The rea­son may be that the hand of the ap­pend­ed upper limb clos­ely be­hind the vir­tu­al touch­screen pro­vided pseudo­haptic feed­back, as re­ported by some par­ti­ci­pants in Study 2. The pseudo­haptic feed­back alone could already avoid the par­ti­ci­pants from ex­ces­sively po­king their fin­gers through the vir­tu­al touch­screen.

Q6: How trans­pa­rency af­fects the spatial ref­er­ence ef­fect of the ap­pend­ed vir­tu­al limb? A: Our re­sults showed that, for the tar­get bal­l task, there was no sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence among the four trans­pa­rency lev­els, in­clud­ing even the outline-only lev­el. While for the tar­get i­con task, we of­fered a mar­gin­ally sig­nifi­cant dif­fer­ence be­tween the opaque lev­el and the outline-only lev­el. The rea­son may be that, to se­lect a tar­get bal­l, the par­tic­i­pant only nee­ded to per­ceive its 3D po­si­tion, but to se­lect an i­con, the par­tic­i­pant nee­ded to per­ceive first the 3D po­si­tion of the vir­tu­al touch­screen, then the 2D i­con po­si­tion on the touch­screen. A sim­ple out­line might pro­vide ef­fective...
Q7: How does removing the arm of the appended upper limb affect the spatial referencing effect? A: Our results showed that for both tasks, removing the arm of the appended limb did not affect its spatial reference effect. This result might suggest that, given the participants knew that the appended hand (without the arm) mimics their non-dominant hand, they would mentally complete the appended hand with an invisible non-dominant arm in mind. Hence, even an appended hand seemed to be sufficient for providing effective spatial reference. However, some participants (8/24) reported that they felt horrible to see a “broken hand” floating in mid-air. Hence, we should be cautious when applying this idea, e.g., we leave the choice of removing the arm or not to users.

In summary, we found that the benefit of applying the VE-Proprioception concept could be further enhanced by actively cultivating ownership on the appended upper limb; though effects of texture realism [15], skeleton [14] or “invisible body” [17] on ownership have been explored, their effects on the VE-Proprioception phenomenon have not yet been studied. Our results showed that making the appended upper limb half-transparent did not affect its effect of spatial reference to target balls, while only rendering it as an outline could marginally affect its effect of spatial reference to target icons; removing the arm of the appended upper limb did not affect its effect of spatial reference to both target balls and icons; however, we have to consider the emotional factors of doing so.

OVERALL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The goal of this work is to explore the effects of applying our VE-Proprioception concept on virtual target selection. Through our user studies, we discuss some common insights and several potential areas worth exploring in the future.

Using Appended Non-dominant Limb to Guide the Interaction of the Dominant Embodied Limb in VR. The essence of the VE-Proprioception concept is to use a non-dominant appended virtual limb to guide or facilitate the interaction of a dominant embodied limb in VR. This VE-Proprioception concept is not limited to the appended upper limb we explored in this work. The VE-Proprioception phenomenon may also be induced on an appended lower limb, which facilitates the interaction of the dominant embodied lower limb. In our user studies, we only recruited right-handed participants to explore the VE-Proprioception concept. In the future, whether the VE-Proprioception concept works with left-handed participants needs further exploration.

Ownership May Be Cultivated Naturally. From Study 3, we observed that active ownership cultivation could further enhance the appended upper limb’s spatial reference effect to the target balls. This result provides us an insight: if a VR user always uses a universal upper limb model for embodied upper limbs in all VR applications, he/she will naturally develop strong ownership on the embodied upper limbs [43]. Then a strong level of ownership of the appended upper limb with the same retinal appearance of the non-dominant embodied upper limb may be naturally cultivated. Then the spatial reference effect of this appended upper limb may be naturally enhanced.

“Ownership Transfer” among Different Levels of Transparency. Study 3 told us that making the non-dominant appended hand (with arm) half-transparent did not affect its spatial reference effect. Surprisingly, rendering the appended upper limb as an outline also did not affect that to target balls. We wonder whether it is because of the within-subject design for the transparency factor. Although we counter-balanced the four levels, for three out of four participant groups, they would first experience at least one non-outline level. Then they might develop some degree of ownership on an opaque or half-transparent non-dominant appended hand (with arm). Then this ownership might be transferred to the outline of the appended hand (with arm), which might enable the participants to estimate the target ball positions still well. Although we need to use a between-subject design to explore the effects of the transparency factor further, we can get an insight for VR designers: the transparency of the appended upper limb can be gradually manipulated from opaque to half-transparent, and even to fully transparent with only an outline.

Is VE-Proprioception really ownership-based? The subjective ratings and qualitative feedback on ownership in Study 1 suggested that participants started to gradually develop ownership over the appended limb during the experiment, and the ownership might be further cultivated or transferred (Study 3). To further validate that the mechanism of the VE-Proprioception phenomenon is ownership/embodiment-based, future evidence provided by additional methods [30, 8] is needed.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we explored the concept of VE-Proprioception, i.e., appending a virtual upper limb mimicking a user’s non-dominant real one to their embodied avatar to provide spatial reference to virtual targets. From the first two user studies, we found that applying the VE-Proprioception concept provided effective spatial reference to 3D target balls or 2D target icons. From the third user study, we found that actively cultivating ownership of the appended upper limb could further enhance its spatial reference effect to target balls. Also, we explored the effects of changing the transparency and granularity of the appended upper limb. At last, we discussed several insights and future work about the VE-Proprioception concept.
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